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Abstract: TWTs at D-band (141 – 174.5 GHz) are the most promising solution to provide high transmission power for enabling 

long range wireless links with high capacity at sub-THz frequency. A D-band TWT was designed in the 151 - 161.5 GHz frequency 

band with about 10 W output power. The double corrugated waveguide is adopted as slow wave structure (SWS) for the relatively 

easy fabrication and alignment in comparison to other SWSs typically used at sub-THz frequency. Due to the short wavelength at 

D-band, the fabrication requires high precision CNC milling machining and tight tolerance control. 

The sensitivity analysis of performance as a function of the dimensions of a device is an important method to predict in advance 

how the performance of are affected by geometry variations and the required level of fabrication accuracy to meet the specifications. 

It is also a useful tool to assist design to find the best initial dimensions for the final optimization. 

This paper discusses the sensitivity analysis applied to the double corrugated waveguide (DCW) to be used in a 151 - 161.5 GHz 

TWT. A broad range of parameters are considered demonstrating the importance of fabrication accuracy and the eventual correction 

options for a correct functioning. The impact of fillets in the DCW pillars is also evaluated to eventually ease the fabrication 

requirement. 
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Foreword 

This paper contains some unpublished work of Jeevan M Rao, research associate at Lancaster University, sadly passed 

away the 25th December 2020. 

1. Introduction 

 The D-band with 27.5 GHz of available bandwidth allocated in three different frequency bands in the range 

141 – 174.5 GHz is potentially able to support links with tens of Gigabits per second (Gb/s) [1 -3]. Numerous D-band 

front ends based on solid state power amplifiers (SSPAs) were reported with high data rate but the low power limited 

the transmission distance [3]. The high free space path loss and attenuation, especially in rain condition requires 

transmission power at Watt level, not available from SSPA, for satisfying the link budget.   

Traveling wave tubes (TWTs) are the only amplifiers able to provide level of power in the range of 10s Watt at D-

band [4 - 11]. TWTs at D-band are still state of the art devices. The only working TWTs presented in literature are 

based on the folded waveguide [8, 9]. The fabrication of the folded waveguide requires tight mechanical tolerances 

due to the high accuracy required to align the parts and their small dimensions.  

A different approach is the use of the double corrugated waveguide (DCW) as slow wave structure at D-band [6, 12]. 

The DCW consists of two identical parallel rows of pillars to form a channel where the electron beam flows. When 

the two rows of pillars are sufficiently close together, they enhance the axial electric field in a quasi-circular shape to 

suitably interact with a circular electron beam. The fabrication approach is to fabricate the waveguide with the pillars 

in one block. A second block with a flat surface closes the waveguide, making the alignment of the two blocks simple. 

The assembly is completed by the diffusion bonding the two blocks together to form a robust structure from 

manufacturing point of view [6].  

This paper discusses a sensitivity analysis of the variation of the different dimensions of the DCW, such DCW width, 

pillar height, period, electron beam position, important to assess the impact of the fabrication tolerance on the electrical 

behavior to predict possible performance variations.  

 

2. D-band double corrugated waveguide design 

 A double corrugated waveguide has been designed in the band 151 - 161.5 GHz [11]. The single cell of the 

DCW is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the cross section and the top view. The nominal dimensions are listed in 

Table I. The DCW is assumed to be used with 13.9 kV beam voltage. To note the very small pillar cross-section, 90 

x 90 m, due to the short wavelength at the operation frequency. These dimensions make the fabrication challenging 

and the tolerance requirements demanding.  

A small variation of the dimensions from the nominal value could affect dispersion and interaction impedance with 

possible performance degradation in the operation band. A sensitivity analysis of the variation of main dimensions is 

important to ensure the correct DCW behavior and to define the fabrication requirements. The sensitivity analysis will 



also permit to find possible mitigation solutions in case of deviation of performance from specifications, e.g. direction 

of variation of the beam voltage to compensate variations of the dispersion from the nominal one. 

In the following, the sensitivity analysis on dispersion and interaction impedance as a function of the most critical 

dimensions such as the period p, the waveguide width a, the pillar height b, and beam position d and area section, will 

be discussed for the DCW with square pillars in Fig.1a.  

The dispersion and the interaction impedance computed by using the nominal dimensions in Table 1are shown in 

Fig.3. The dispersion is almost flat in a wide band including the operation band ensuring the synchronism with the 

electron beam. The interaction impedance is slightly higher than 1  over the full frequency band. At D-band this 

value of interaction impedance is suitable for achieving up to 10 W output power. 

Figure 4 shows the dispersion curve with superimposed beam line at 13900 V. The wide overlap region provides very 

wide band behavior. 

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 1  Double corrugated waveguide without (a) and with fillet (b). 

 

Figure 2 Double corrugated waveguide schematic with dimensions. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 1 Nominal dimensions of the DCW 

DCW width (a)   800 m 

DCW height (b)   588 m 

DCW period (p)   550 m 

Pillar height (h)   310 m 

Pillar width (w)     90 m 

           Beam radius (r)                                          70 m 

         Beam y position (d)                                 280 m 

           _______________________________________________________________________________________________        



 

   a)      b) 

Figure 3 Normalized phase velocity (a) and Interaction impedance (b) in the frequency band 151 – 161.5 GHz. 

 

 

Figure 4 Dispersion curve with beam line computed at 13900 V beam voltage. 

 

3. Double corrugated waveguide sensitivity analysis 

Three most critical dimensions of the DCW are considered for the sensitivity analysis of dispersion and interaction 

impedance, specifically, height of the pillars h, DCW width a and period p. The position and the cross section of the 

electron beam are also important parameters for optimizing the performance. A specific sensitivity analysis to assess 

their impact on the interaction impedance will be also presented. In the following, all the dimensions are the nominal 

ones (Table 1), if not specified differently. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of the variation of the height of the pillars h in the range 250 - 350 μm (nominal h = 310 

μm). Fig. 5a  shows a substantial shift of the dispersion curve and a variation of the phase velocity, decreasing at the 

increase of the pillar height h (both the lower cutoff frequency and upper stop band frequency decrease). The 

interaction impedance (Fig. 5b) increases at the increase of h with a variation higher than 50% the nominal value. To 

note the reduction in bandwidth. The variation of h has no specific impact on the operation center frequency.  

Figure 6 shows the effect of the variation of the DCW width a in the range 800 -1000 μm (nominal  a = 800 μm). Fig. 

6a shows the increase of the dispersion at the increase of a (the lower cutoff frequency decreases, upper stop band 

frequency only slightly decreases), and a substantial increase decrease of flatness of the phase velocity with related 

reduction of the synchronism frequency band with the beam voltage. Fig. 6b shows a decrease of the interaction 

impedance at the increase of a. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the DCW width is very important for wide band behavior. 

 



  a) 

 b) 

Figure 5 Dispersion curves (a) and interaction impedance (b) for pillar height 'h' variation. 

 a) 

 b) 

Figure 6 Dispersion curves (a) and interaction impedance (b) for waveguide width 'a' variation. 



Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of dispersion to the DCW period p, varied in the range 550 - 750 μm (nominal 550 μm). 

Fig. 7a shows that at the increase of p the upper stop band frequency decreases substantially while the lower cutoff 

frequency has only a slight variation. The increase of the phase velocity at the increase of p is relevant. This is 

confirmed by the relation of p with the beam voltage V0 for a given frequency f [12]: 

 

 

      (1) 

 

where f is the frequency,  is the phase shift. 

To reduce the beam voltage, the period of the DCW has to be reduced, with possible fabrication constraints. 

Fig. 7b shows that the interaction impedance increases at the increase of the period p. The accuracy of the period 

length is very important due to the substantial variations of dispersion and interaction impedance. To note that the 

dispersion remains flat, permitting, in case of variation an adjustment by varying the beam voltage. 

 

                                                                                          a) 

b) 

Figure 7 Dispersion curves (a) and interaction impedance (b) for period p variation 

The electron beam travels between the two rows of pillars, as shown in Fig.2. The horizontal position is fixed at the 

center of the two pillar rows. The vertical position of the beam center is set to expose the electron beam to the region 

where the electromagnetic field is more intense. The position of the electron beam has no effect on the dispersion, that 

will not be considered in the following.  

Figure 8 shows the variation of the average interaction impedance computed on the beam cross section. As expected, 

the larger the area of the beam cross section and the proximity with the pillars increase the average interaction 

impedance. 

Figure 9 shows the interaction impedance calculated at the center of the electron beam as a function of the vertical 

position d of the beam center, varied in the range 250 - 350 μm (nominal d = 280 μm). To note the region where the 

variation is minimum when the beam is close to the nominal position or lower. When the beam position is higher than 

the nominal position, the interaction impedance reduces due to the low electric field intensity. This behavior suggests 

that the position of the beam lower than the nominal one does not have a significant effect on the interaction 

impedance, making this dimension not very critical. 



 

 

Figure 8 Interaction impedance as a function of the beam radius (r) (cross section area).  

 

Figure 9 Interaction impedance as a function of the electron beam center d computed as difference to the nominal 

position d = 280 m. 

The graphs in Figs. 5 - 9 provide very useful general guidelines to design a DCW valid for any frequency band. Table 

2 summarizes the direction of change of the various design parameters as a function of the variation of the main DCW 

dimensions. As an example, to increase the interaction impedance, the period should be longer, but at expense of the 

bandwidth. Obviously, to define the final dimensions of the DCW, it will be necessary to perform 3D electromagnetic 

simulations. 

Table 2 Effect of dimension variation on the DCW design parameters 

Parameter DCW width a Pillar period p Pillar height h Beam radius r 

Dispersion Direct Inverse Inverse - 

Bandwidth Direct Inverse Inverse - 

Start frequency Inverse Direct (slightly) inverse - 

Stop frequency Inverse (slightly) inverse Inverse - 

Interaction impedance Inverse Direct Direct Direct 

Beam voltage inverse Direct Inverse - 

 

4. Sensitivity analysis as a function of fillet radius 

Fillets may be introduced in the pillar geometry (Fig. 2b) either as a design approach to simplify the fabrication or due 

to eventual fabrication errors. Simulations were carried out to estimate the effect of fillets on dispersion, interaction 

impedance and beam voltage. The fillet radius (rf) on pillar edges was varied in the range 0 (nominal value in case of 

sharp edges) - 25 μm. Figure 10 shows the presence of fillets determines a slight variation of the beam voltage and of 



the dispersion that can easily compensate with a minor variation of beam voltage. To note the interaction impedance 

is not affected (Fig. 11). This study confirms the robustness of the DCW to variations of the shape of the pillars [13]. 

 

 

Figure 10 Normalized phase velocity as a function of the fillet radius rf. 

 

 

Figure 11 Interaction impedance as a function of the fillet radius rf. 

4. Conclusions 

Sensitivity analysis of the geometry parameters is a powerful methodology to predict the deviation of the cold 

parameters from the nominal specifications and optimize the dimensions of the DCW. Due to the size of the 

computational domain, it is very difficult to do a sensitivity analysis by particle in cell simulations, but the information 

obtained by the sensitivity analysis of the cold parameters permits to predict possible improvement of performance 

and fabrication requirements. The study also highlights that some dimensions require different quality of the 

fabrication tolerance and permits to assess if eventual deviations could be corrected by tuning the beam voltage.  

The presence of fillets in the pillars only slightly affects dispersion and interaction impedance, giving flexibility and 

allowing a margin of error for the pillar shape. 
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